1. Some of the questions have mistakes. Correct them. Write 😊, if the question is grammatically correct.

1. What you are hiding from?  
2. Why is Tom nervous?  
3. You have visited Germany?  
4. Are she interested in football?  
5. Have you seen this movie before?  
6. You like playing tennis?  
7. You heard about it?  
8. Can you play the piano?

2. Bring the parts of the question into the correct order.

1. afraid you are What of ?

2. they are playing ? against Who

3. looking for is Susan What ?

4. present for is Who ? this

5. Who the did you ? give to book

6. your sister is What listening to ?
3. Ask questions with prepositions

1. She comes from **New Zealand**.  
2. I'm interested in **computers**.  
3. He likes talking about **football**.  
4. They are good at **sports**.  
5. She was listening to the **sound of the ocean**.  
6. We came back home with some **friends**.  
7. He was looking for a **job**.  
8. I went to the US **last summer**.  
9. They will be frightened of **tigers**.

4. Find words from the same word families as the words between brackets. Write the correct form into the sentences.

1. On average, people need seven hours of ____________________ ((to) sleep)) a day.
2. Dogs have to be taken for a walk ______________________ (day).
3. Mount Everest is the highest mountain worldwide. It's _________________ (high) is 8,848 m.
4. Many people go hiking on Mount Everest, but it isn’t very ________________ (safety).
5. Some people could be _________________ (safety) from difficult situations.
6. However, a lot of people have _________________ (death) there.
7. It’s not healthy to have too much _________________ (weigh).

5. Write down the definitions of the following words.

- to destroy
- hell
- to rise
- to rescue
- border